FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

EZ Form Cable Announces the Newest Advancement in Semi-Rigid Cable Technology with a New
.086” Phase Stable Cable Offer.
HAMDEN, CT, USA – June 1, 2022 - EZ Form Cable, a Trexon Company is proud to announce the addition of
phase stable dielectric cores to our standard product offering. Initially offered in our .086" sizes, with additional
sizes planned. This phase stable core will reduce the Teflon "knee" found in traditional core cables.
EZ Form has been at the forefront of our industry in building configured and tight phase matched cable assemblies
and delay lines. We have expertise to support complex applications and have been qualified on many major military
and aerospace systems.
EZ Form’s EZ-PT phase stable cables are available in both build-to-print cable assemblies or as bulk cable. In
addition, EZ Form can also supply RF connectors for the EZ-PT86 phase stable cable.
More information can be found at the following;
ezform.com/phasestable or by email at phasestable@ezform.com

About EZ Form Cable
EZ Form Cable, is an AS9100D certified manufacturer of coaxial cable, coaxial cable assemblies, RF connectors,
and coaxial delay lines for mission-critical applications. EZ Form Cable meets ITAR & NIST requirements for
security. Please visit ezform.com for more information.
About Trexon
Trexon is built through the transformative combination of some of the most innovative specialty connectivity
companies in the world. They provide unique connectivity solutions that withstand the toughest environments and
most exacting applications. Headquartered in Macedonia, Ohio, U.S.A., Trexon has more than 700 connectivity
experts serving the daily needs of customers across the United States, Canada, Central and South America,
Europe, and East Asia. For additional information, please visit trexonglobal.com for more information. Trexon is a
portfolio company of Audax Group, a private equity group based in Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
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